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Installation of control unit

 Right (standard)
 Left

Order Form Adventure A10 with Function Seat - January 2012

Weight of wheelchair user*
 kg

Weight information for setting the spring/damping  
components for optimum comfort; max. load 140 kg (max. 
overall weight 255 kg)

*  Please note: heavy special accessories need to be added 
to the load capacity

Consists of:
 - Full-suspension modular chassis, adjustable suspension
 - 2 drive wheels, 6 km/h, detachable via quick-release
 - Fully programmable control unit with LCD display
 - Battery charger, 6 A charging current
 - Anti-tippers with jack-up function
 - 2 battery packs, 17 Ah, (range up to 45 km)
 - Lighting system complete
 - Function seat with contoured upholstery
 - Maximum obstacle negotiation 8 cm
 - Maximum permitted incline 18 %

Adventure vehicle basic model 1463809 £6755

Account Code:
 
Customer Order Number:
 
Company Name;
 
Address:
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Please  completely fill in the mounting  
specifications together with each order 
01.1.2010).

Invacare Ltd
Pencoed Technology Park
Pencoed 
Bridgend     CF35 5AQ
T:  01656 776222    F:  01656 776220

E:  ordersuk@invacare.com
www.invacare.co.uk
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Seating Options

Function seat (with contoured upholstery)
With a variety of customizing options:
 - A: Backrest angle 85° – 105° - progressively adjustable
 - B: Armrest, area of extension: 200 mm
 - C: Seat angle 5° – 20° - progressively adjustable
 - D: Armrest of 160 – 240 mm, height adjustable  

(from top seat edge)
 - E: Legrest height adjustable from 400 – 560 mm  

Calve length
 - F: Legrest angle adjustable from 105° – 120°
 - G: Footrest angle adjustable 0° – 15°
 - Backrest detachable via quick-release
 - Cushions made of breathable fabric for improved air  

circulation and pressure distribution, detachable with Velcro 
fasteners

 - Raised side guards on the backrest and seat for optimum 
stability

Standard Seat Options
Seat width:
1456968 38 - 44 cm
1463670 44 - 52 cm

In combination with Power 
base 1457075
1456971 38 - 44 cm*
1456972 44 - 52 cm*

Seat depth:
44 cm
46 cm
48 cm
50 cm

Backrest height:
48.5 cm
51.0 cm
53.5 cm

Raised 
side guards
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Recaro seat (instead of function seat in combination with complete vehicle)
 - Trusted Recaro quality
 - Curved backrest and seat
 - For ergonomically correct seating
 - Seat, legrest and armrest detachable via quick-release for ease of transport
 - Complete with headrest, armrest and legrest

Recaro Specialist "S"
 - For small and medium-sized people with a calve length up to 440 mm

Recaro Specialist "M"
 - For small and medium-sized people with a calve length from 440 mm
 - With flat side guards for ease of entry 

Recaro Specialist "L"
 - For small and medium-sized people with a calve length from 440 mm

Recaro Specialist "S" Recaro Specialist "M" Recaro Specialist "L"

Drapery Cover
(Nardo/Artista 
black)

Manual
backrest adjustment

 1463767
 £1881  

 1490223*
 £2156  

 1463768
 £2156  

Electrical
Backrest adjustment
(periphery module 
necessary)

 1463769
 £2505  

 1490225*
 £2780 

 1463770
 £2780  
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Seat Accessories

1457099 £120 Pelvic support
 - For stabilising the pelvis
 - Mounting on clothes protection

1467061  No charge
instead of standard 
backrest Function seat 

1463892 £276 

Adaptation for special backrests (This will replace std 
backrest)
 - For attaching all standard special backrests, for instance  

Pro-tech,  Easy Back, Jay & Vicair
 - Easy attachment to function seat
 - Adjustable width and height
 - Only compatible with function seat or seat frame 1464514

Luggage bag
 - Left or right attachment to the armrest

1457109 £90
Please select position:
Right
Left

Adjustable headrest
 - Height and depth ergonomically adjustable
 - Detachable via quick-release
 - Not compatible with Recaro seats

1457080 £280

Luggage rack
 - For transporting luggage, equipment, shopping and more 

(load capacity up to 16 kg)
 - Easy basket attachment
 - Also compatible with backrest frame 1456316, seat frame 

with backrest coupling 1464514 or bracket for Recaro seat 
1457115

1457106 £202 
for Function seat

1463939 £202
for Recaro seat
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Push handles
 - Not compatible with Recaro seats

1457078 £106

Seat height enhancement
 - 50 mm seat position height adjustment
 - Recommended for clients taller than 1.85 m
 - Not compatible with Recaro seats

1456332 £156

1464838 £156
for mechan. seat angle tilt

1464777 £156
for electr. seat angle tilt

1457079 £285

Calf support
 - For supporting and stabilising your legs
 - Adjustable width
 - Ergonomically angle adjustable
 - Not compatible with shorter legrests

Lateral supports
 - Lateral support of body
 - Width, height and depth ergonomically adjustable
 - Not in combination with Recaro seats

1457100 £294
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Kerb climber
 - For negotiating obstacles of up to 12 cm (5") 
 - Attention: Limited adjustment options for the legrest! 

(length and angle)

1457085 £358

10 km/h version (instead of 6 km/h)
 - 2 battery packs necessary for operation

12 km/h version (instead of 6 km/h)
 - 2 battery packs necessary for operation

1463666 No charge

1463665 No charge

Battery pack ( Spares)
 - Detachable via quick-release
 - Capacity 17 Ah
 - Weight: 15 kg
 - Maintenance free, leak proof lead/gel battery

1457070 £349
  (Each)
Please specify number of 
units

Power base options

Off-board charger
 - For charging the battery off the Adventure power base
 - Unlimited mobility in combination with spare battery packs

1457087 £386

Remote Charging Socket
 - Transfer of the charger socket to the armrest
 - For easily reaching the charger socket when seated

1457084 £78 
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Power base options

Seat angle tilt mechanical
 - Seat angle can be set between 5° – 20°
 - Transfer of the body's centre of gravity
 - Progressively adjustable seat angle
 - Optimum positioning for every situation
 - Not compatible with Recaro seats

1457051 £413
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Seat angle tilt electrical (Must also select Periphery 
module)
 - For electrically adjusting the seat angle from 5° – 20°
 - Progressively adjustable seat angle
 - Optimum positioning for every situation
 - Adjustment over the control unit
 - Only in combination with Periphery module 1457093

1457101 £881
without kerb climber

1457103 £881
In combination with  
kerb climber

Splash-protection for front wheels
 - Made of plastic 
 - Attachment to the castor fork

1456966 £60
(Pair)

Splash-protection for drive wheels 
 - Made of plastic
 - Attachment to the rear wheel receiver

1456967 £83
(Pair)

Tie down system for use with car restraint system
 - For securing the wheelchair during transport in a car
 - Certified system
 - Equipped with buckles for use on  

AMF Bruns systems or similar, or with hooks for use on 
Q‘Straint systems or similar

 - Consisting of:
 - Two power node systems with fixed lap belt
 - Two front power node systems

1457054 £546
With hooks, Q’Straint

Crutch holder
 - For transporting walking sticks/crutches
 - Not compatible with Recaro seats

1457098 £60 
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1457093 £514
Standard Version

Periphery module (Must be ordered if you want  
electrical tilt also select Seat angle electrical option 
below)
 - External electronic interface for electronic accessories
 - Up to five connections for actuators
 - Up to four sensor inputs for control device functions 
 - 24 V power supply
 - Serial interface for special controls

Power base options cont'd
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Safety settings

Rear mirror
 - For attachment to the armrest
 - Attachment on both sides possible

1457083 STD

Foot belt
 - For more safety for your feet on the legrest
 - Safeguard against slipping
 - For affixing your feet to the footplate

1456769 £33
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Lap belt
 - With automatic belt lock

1456331 £69

Protection bumper for control unit
 - For protecting your hands in case of collision
 - Robust construction to protect the joystick 

1457110 £69

Options for joystick and control unit

T-handle for joystick
 - Ergonomically shaped
 - As an alternative, instead of joystick knob

1457052 £97
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Handrest
 - For better hand support 
 - Easy slot-on attachment to control unit

1457082 £113

External On/Off switch
 - For switching the vehicle on and off easily.
 - Easy plug-in attachment to control unit

1457088 £165

Options for joystick and control unit

Attendant control
 - For control by attendant with existing control unit
 - Easy porting of control unit
 - Position individually adjustable
 - Not compatible with Recaro seats

1457111 £124

1457114 £88
in combination with  
push handles

Ball tops for Joystick
 - For easily gripping the joystick
 - As an alternative, instead of joystick knob
 - Larger diameter

1457077 £17
Foam ball Ø 70 mm

1463805 £17
Plastic ball Ø 40 mm

1463806 £17
Plastic ball Ø 50 mm

Swivel arm for control unit
 - Control unit pivots out parallel
 - Allows better access to tables
 - Left or right mountable

1457108 £299
Please select position:
Left side
Right side

Tray table
 - Transparent table with control unit in middle position
 - Foldable and removable

1457097 £321
Seat width 38 - 44 cm

1457105 £321
Seat width 44 - 52 cm
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Divided legrest
 - Central, divided legrest
 - Leg length and footplate angle separately adjustable
 - Leg angle not separately adjustable
 - Attention: Limited setting options

1463776 No Charge
     Option

Legrest, short version
 - For attachment to the seat frame
 - Recommended for:

 - Recaro seat for calf length of 38 – 44 cm
 - Function seat for calf length of 30 – 38 cm

1489992       No Charge      
  Option

Section material for special seat adaptation
 - Vertical profile for the armrest
 - Inner profile for the armrest
 - Profiles with 1 m length

1460953 £31
Vertical profile

1460954 £41
Inner profile

Inner profile

Vertical 
profile

Backrest plate
 - For installation on backrest frame
 - With pre-bored fixing holes
 - Upholstery side covered in material, visible side with  

artificial leather covering, wipe clean
 - Only in combination with a backrest frame 1456316

1456319 £77
SW: 38-44 cm

1456320 £77
SW: 44-52 cm

Seat plate
 - For installation on seat frame
 - With pre-bored fixing holes
 - Upholstery side covered in material, visible side with  

artificial leather covering,  wipe clean
 - Only in combination with seat frame 1464514 or 1464581

1456317 £77
SW: 38-44 cm

1456318 £77
SW: 44-52 cm

1463926 £124 Set for seat width enlargement
 - For achieving a seat width of more than 52 cm
 - Width enlargement for armrest and indicator
 - Narrow seat widths can no longer be achieved
 - In combination with seat plate 1456318 and third-party seat 

cushion


